The article discusses ceramic fragments and their primary processing at the report level of archaeological explorations. Archaeologists in Lithuania still employ two methods in the description of fragments, text and tables, of which the latter holds most promise. Their wider employment is restricted by the absence of general standards. Out of at least 36 attributes that characterise ceramic fragments, five main ones can be distinguished (ceramic group, type of utensil fragment, diameter, number, weight), and they should be obligatory in every report on archaeological research.
Ceramic fragments are the most numerous archaeological finds from periods that used ceramics. Most finds from the pre-ceramic period are flint articles. However, after the arrival of ceramics, they lost their status as the most common finds. The abundance of ceramics can be explained by three main causes. Firstly, ceramic articles are very rarely found intact. By far the largest part of them consists of fragments, which can later serve as material for the partial or full reconstruction of former articles. Secondly, ceramic articles are of different sizes, and fragments of them can amount to hundreds (depending on their fragility and the conditions of their further existence). And thirdly, they can be scattered around large areas, thus preventing their combination into a single unity. This results in an artificial abundance of them, enhanced by two other factors. Ceramic articles are not reprocessed, although under specific conditions the clay mass serving as the basis for a ceramic article (not necessarily a utensil) can turn back into clay. However, new ceramic articles are manufactured from new raw material, whereas different reprocessed old ceramic articles can be employed only as additives, or even used for totally different purposes. Ceramics (utensils) are a very important part of human daily life. At the same time, they are not very durable, and very often become useless. Thus, ceramics have become a basic indicator, the main archaeological object in our understanding of human life in the past. In this way, the unity of these three factors forms the most numerous group of archaeological finds in archaeological material.
This article
1 makes no attempt to offer a profound review of ceramics-related studies. The materials in this sphere of research are so different and so plentiful that they could serve as a subject for at least one book. Not being a ceramicist or an expert in old crafts, the author is not qualified to make a complete analysis of these spheres, so there will be no attempt to do so in this article. However, experience gained on field trips and discovered and inevitably preliminarily processed ceramics allow for the discussion of this aspect in detail, the more so because there have been no generalising studies on the subject until now. All ceramics discovered during archaeological explorations in Lithuania are the subject of the research, paying particular attention to the development of primary processing, distinguishing essential and secondary aspects, and showing the contribution of Lithuanian researchers to primary studies of ceramics. The article restricts itself to Lithuania, as nowadays almost every country sticks to its own particularity in archaeological explorations, and a superficial and selective comparison of the above contribution would be illustrative at best. Attention in the article is focused on fragments of ceramic utensils, avoiding the review of less problematic studies in intact (from an archaeological point of view) ceramic utensils. The contribution of European researchers in this sphere is huge, and a review of the contribution of national archaeologists alone would be insufficient. The article also discusses the aspect of primary processing of fragments for reports.
According to recent data, ceramics appeared in the area of modern Lithuania around 5500 to 5300 BC (in the Katra settlement in the Varėna region) (Girininkas 2009, p.127) . Since then, up to the 19th century, ceramic utensils dominated in daily life, and only in the 20th century were they pushed out by articles made of metal, plastic, glass or other materials. New archaeologically explored and described ceramics come from the second half of the 19th century (Klaipėdos 2010, catalogue No 385) . Therefore, ceramic fragments remain the main find on the sites of 7,000-year-old ancient settlements. Out of 5,000 explored sites, ceramics were found in more than 4,000 of them, and the total number of discovered fragments could hardly be evaluated, as they make up over a million (Zabiela 2010, p.27) . The numbers of ceramic fragments in various explored objects are very different. They vary from one (Renavas) (Valatka 1974, p.14) to 100,000 (Nida) (Rimantienė 1989, p.87 ). However, these are extreme figures. Usually they vary from tens to several thousand (according to the registers of research reports). Still, this is a relatively large number of articles, with proper characterisation, that each archaeologist comes across. Naturally, the increase in their numbers leads to an increase in the problem, so a smaller number of fragments could be better characterised and defined.
The characterisation of discovered ceramics is exceptionally uneven, which makes further studies of ceramics problematic. This is the main reason why there are still so few studies of the most numerous type of archaeological find. Attempts have been made to write single articles about ceramics 2 ; however, general studies in Lithuania are still exceptionally rare. 3 Archaeology has developed into a specific pattern in the publication of material and introducing broader generalisations, classifying them on the basis of local groups and making no parallels with other similar groups. Consequently, ceramics remain purely an illustrative annex, pointing to the fact that authors have not forgotten it, are working on it, but have nothing to say. The processing of ceramics from the Birutė Hill hill-fort in Palanga by Vladas Žulkus is an exception (Žulkus 1997; 2007 4 ). However, it is also very professionally accomplished work on the basis of one single object, with 928 fragments analysed in particular (Žulkus 2007, p.234ff ).
Primary unprocessed ceramics, introduced in research reports, prevent any wider generalisation. Any researcher can give space and time to the characterisation of ceramics in a report. However, due to the different methods of characterisation employed, every new researcher has to either deal directly in the depositories of museums, or excavate himself. Is the situation so desperate? Will new generations of researchers have to spend time on falsified activities? In order to realise this and start changing it, it is necessary to review the The first Lithuanian researchers did not pay proper attention to ceramics for a long period of time. For a long time, most of their attention was focused on the excavation of burial grounds, and also on settlements around hill-forts. In the 1840s, Franciszek Wilczyński mentioned fragments found around Narkūnai hill-fort (near Utena, in eastern Lithuania) (Wilczyński 1836, p.559). At the end of the 19th century, as archaeology was developing, attention to ceramics increased. From then, more detailed descriptions of ceramic fragments appeared. Juliusz Döring in 1882 mentions a grey, slightly encaustic, fragment of a pot, with additives of powdered granite, discovered in the Ąžuolpamūšė hill-fort (near Pasvalys, in northern Lithuania) (Döring 1882, p.41) . Juozas Žiogas, discussing ceramics found around Imbarė hill-fort (near Kretinga, western Lithuania), describes the colour and peculiarities of manufacture, and tries to attribute fragments to different types of utensils (Žiogas 1900, p.42). Ludwik Krzywicki intended to make a special study about ceramics (Krzywicki 1917, p.39); however, he could not. Instructions from the Vilnius Archaeological Committee, which operated during the period from 1911 to 1914, also insisted on paying particular attention to fragments of glass, clay and porcelain utensils (Kulikauskas, Luchtanas 1980, p.100). However, the reality was different, and little attention was paid to them (p.107).
Interest in ceramic fragments in the interwar period was slight. In 1924, Petras Tarasenka acknowledged that 'clay utensils, particularly pots, have turned into fragments, which are valued little by society and even researchers. Occasionally, several fragments find their way into museums, but most vanish, even though they are important to research' (Tarasenka 1924, p.85 ). Almost nothing is available about ceramics in 'Data from the Latest Prehistoric Studies' by Jonas Puzinas, which is the most important archaeological work from that period (Puzinas 1938, pp.293, 296) . Włodzimierz Hołubowicz, working in the Vilnius region, paid more attention to ceramics, as he specialised in the area. 5 The situation with the specification and characterisation of ceramic fragments in Lithuania started changing in the 1950s. In the first extensive explorations of Nemenčinė hill-fort (near Vilnius, in eastern Lithuania) in 1952, ceramics were already classified in groups, describing them in the following way: '348-376. Fragments of manually modelled thin-sided or thick-sided pots, some of them profiled, with sand additive and with line-surface' (Kulikauskas, Kulikauskienė 1956, p.6) . 6 From then on, ceramics from hill-forts and settlements were given full descriptions, although in the exploration of old towns and castles (where ceramics are abundant) such descriptions were still lacking for another decade. Even in broad explorations of the Vilnius castles area from 1955 to 1961, ceramics are described (in a very general way) only as a group of finds (Tautavičius 1956 , p.52ff). Finds discovered in 1959 around the present-day National Museum of Lithuania were not collected, and ceramics itself were characterised in general (Legaitė-Skardžiuvienė 1967, p.4). All the attention of archaeologists was focused on layers and structures. In the 1960s, the exploration and analysis of archaeological material in Kaunas was 'implemented in a disorderly way' (Žalnierius et al. 1984 , p.5). 7 The description of ceramics in Lithuanian archaeological studies finally established itself in the 1970s. For example, in 1976, ceramics from K. Giedrio St 8 (now šv. Ignoto St) in Vilnius were described together with other finds, specifying their colour, thickness, additives and glaze (Bešėnienė 1976, pp.56-94). A similar form of description was employed in Kaunas. In 1975, ceramics from Rotušės Square were also described, together with other finds, specifying their colour, size, thickness, shape and glaze (Žalnierius 1975, p.7ff ).
At the beginning of the 1990s, the description of ceramics by means of tables also began. Signs of this could be seen in the first half of the 1980s, when descriptions were already placed in tables, specifying only the elements of archaeological fixation (Markelevičius 1973, p.9ff). The first tables come from reports from the Monument Conservation Institute. This was stimulated by extensive explorations of the area around K. Giedrio St 8 in 1983. An area of about 3,000 square metres was explored (Ušinskas 1984) , which resulted in the discovery of over 13,000 ceramic fragments, and the necessity to formalise their description. A table with 104 columns for descriptions was developed (Ušinskas 1983) (Fig. 1) . It was universal, wide, and included possibilities for electronic processing (formalised coded assistance) . This factor explains the large number of columns.
At the end of the 1980s, the archaeologist V. Žulkus, from the Klaipėda branch of the above institute, developed a local method for the description of archaeological material, based on formalised shapes of rims and utensils (Žulkus 1981a; 1981b) (Fig. 2) . In this case, the characterisation of rims (then called brims) is most significant for us. 'Shapes of rims are characterised on 6 The list itself appeared later, in 1955-1956. 7 The report itself was completed in 1984.
the basis of a semantic principle: the graphic shape of the symbol employed corresponds directly to the shape of the rims. Letters from the Latin alphabet and derivatives of them are symbols denoting the different types: e, B, I, D, R, I, r, and so on (this notation for ceramics is already employed in planning reports on archaeological exploration)' (Žulkus 1981b, p.38) . This table had 94 columns (Fig. 3 ).
Recent reports on archaeological exploration employ both methods of description (text and tables). The textual (descriptive) characterisation of fragments is primary, informal and has changed very little with the passage of time. The material from Narkūnai hillfort, explored between 1976 and 1978, and containing thousands of fragments, was described in this way.
8 It was characterised in the following way: 'Six fragments with a brushed surface, one of them belongs to the base of a pot. Two other fragments come from its rims. One of the rims is decorated with dimples, a rim of another fragment is decorated with a pinched-impressed pattern, external and internal parts of the fragment are pinched-impressed horizontally' (Kulikauskienė 1977, p.250). This description is very similar to the description of ceramics from Nemenčinė hill-fort quoted above and written two decades earlier. Similar examples from recent practice could also be offered. Only the characterisation in them of the described ceramic fragments is different.
The table is a more progressive form of description. It is standardised, more spread out, concentrating information, and even saving space for reports. However, after an analysis of the forms employed by different researchers, it becomes evident that their failing is in the use of different attributes in the characterisation of ceramic fragments. Therefore, on a large scale, tables lose the significance of a standardised description. Presumably, reports on recent archaeological explorations contain tables with purely statistical descriptions of ceramics.
One solution to the problems related to the processing of ceramic material was also suggested earlier by the author of this article (Zabiela 1987 ), proposing to replace inventories of them with tables of two types, quantitative bulletins and qualitative descriptions. A sampling for quantitative tables was offered: to leave out rims under one centimetre by one centimetre, ornamented or rare types of ceramics, side and base fragments under two by two centimetres (Zabiela 1987, p.32) . The description of ceramic fragments in GINTAUTAS ZABIELA A r c h a e o l o g i c a l C e r a m i c s i n L i t h u a n i a : P r i m a r y P r o c e s s i n g qualitative tables should contain their basic attributes, the physical parameters of which are characterised by numbers and words (Zabiela 1987, p.33) . The shape of the rims should be described in a formalised way: the sequence of length and the angles between them (Zabiela 1987, p.34, Fig.1 ) (Fig. 4) , which failed to naturalise in archaeological literature due to the comparatively long and subjective working process. The weight of fragments was introduced in the above tables only in the last decade of the 20th century.
These tables were treated as a step forward. However, their data is employed very little in further summaries and generalisations. The variety of these tables could be blamed for this failure. It is possible to maintain that each researcher introduced his own standards, on the basis of which only specific columns can be treated as interdependent. Compiling such tables is a very laborious process. In order to compile one properly and correctly, a set of instructions covering nine pages was developed. The very placing of such a big table in a report and its further employment became problematic, and resulted in the expansion of the report itself. Attempts were made to rationalise this process, providing each fragment in pre-computer times with a push-card (Fig. 5) . However, this was only useful in the search for necessary information, but not in its introduction and safety. This method was very soon abandoned. The emergence of computers and special programmes solved problems relating to the search for information and its systematisation. However, the introduction of information and safety-related problems persisted. Problems related to completeness in filling in the columns of such a big table also persisted, as it is impossible to trace a fragment which could fill all of the 36 above-mentioned columns, let alone exhaustive tables. An increase in columns leads to a number of blank squares. Essential and inessential attributes of fragments become a major problem. Their specification is a rather complicated problem, as it is necessary to pay attention to several factors: the huge variety of ceramics, the many unsuccessful attempts at a unified description, the subjective character of physical criteria in the characterisation of fragments, and the requirements of modern research. In this sense, subjectively realised physical criteria are the least reliable, like colour, shape, the quantity of additives, the clarity of the glaze and polish. Since these criteria are identified without standardised methods (such as colour tables), the data provided is either incomparable or too generalised. Less subjective is data of an interpretational character: the type of utensil, the cultural dependence of a fragment, the ornamental technique and type, deformations, throwing flutes, firing, the condition, signs and symbols, the craftsman and signs of usage. These criteria are reliable if they are employed by experts and professionals. However, very often mostly amateurs (students or helpers) take part in the sorting of material. Therefore, this group of criteria in the characterisation of fragments cannot be reliable. Another type of attribute (type of additives, colouring, thickness of glaze, the technical bonding of the fragment, the decorative technique) can be identified precisely and specified only during special research, so they cannot be applied universally in reports and the characterisation of fragments.
Only 13 physical criteria of fragment remain (size, minimum and maximum thickness, amount of addi- Fig. 4 . The ceramic brim characterisation scheme (after Zabiela 1987, p.34, Fig. 1 ).
tives, group, the glaze and its position, type of utensil part, number, weight and measurements of ornamentation, number of elements, position and diameter). They can be precisely identified and described. There would be no problem whatsoever if a fragment was a complete article. However, it is a fragment of a larger article, which is usually a utensil. How, and to what extent, do these criteria represent the utensil itself? The thickness of fragments and the amount of additives are derivative products in pot manufacturing techniques, and they are linked with methods employed in manufacturing utensils. The latter have already been described, and very often this information becomes redundant. The measurements of the ornamentation, the number and the location of the elements are not typical of each ceramic fragment. Of some types they are not typical at all. Besides, ornamentation is very different, and hardly responds to systematisation (particularly on a wider cultural-chronological scale), their different types possess many more objective physical criteria, and nowadays there are no related parameters which could be treated as important attributes in the characterisation of ceramics itself. Finally, ornamentation in the analysis of types is usually characterised by the descriptive method, providing quantitative and percentage values of them. The glaze-related situation is similar, the presence of which on utensils is sometimes treated as a decorative (ornamental) element.
The size, a physical criterion characterising a fragment, should be discussed separately. When defining objects, their size is naturally an understandable criterion, and measurements of fragments should not surprise. Unfortunately, in this case, attention is not paid to the fact that a fragment is not an article, but a part or an element of a larger article (usually a utensil), and very often it is difficult or even impossible to point to its exact place on it. A ceramic fragment matches fragments of any other article, but fragments of other articles are not numerous, and after a detailed analysis some could be identified as elements of specific articles. In the case of ceramic fragments, it is the opposite: they are abundant, and their further exploration is hardly possible. Only hoards of ceramic fragments are exceptional, but these cases no longer cause any problems (everything is collected and registered as part of a single utensil, aiming at its reconstruction in the future). The size of fragments is closely related to another physical parameter, weight, which in any case is a more universal value. The weight of an intact utensil could always be compared to the weight of a single fragment, and calculations could easily be made about the approximate 
. The ceramic fragment characterisation push-card (after Žulkus personal archive).
GINTAUTAS ZABIELA A r c h a e o l o g i c a l C e r a m i c s i n L i t h u a n i a : P r i m a r y P r o c e s s i n g number of fragments that it broke into. Anyway, this number should be known from archaeological explorations. In this case, the specific number of fragments can vary, largely subject to different circumstances (breakage, the spread and survival of fragments, research methodology). For example, it has been noticed that higher-quality utensils break into larger fragments (Valickis 1987, p.29) . Therefore, the size of a ceramic fragment is more important for the characterisation of conditions of the cultural layer and its formation rather than for a description of the fragment itself. Generalising sightings and the above-mentioned data are sufficient for their characterisation.
The remaining five physical criteria (group, type of utensil element, flexion diameter, number, weight) remain objective criteria that characterise any ceramic fragments. The ceramic group signifies its major cultural-chronological types (such as brushed ceramics, Kielce ceramics), which are identified in previous explorations and need no further discussion (except the attachment of single fragments to one or another type). The specification of utensil elements is a fairly objective and well-established criterion. On the basis of other cases and their classification, as well as personal experience, fragments of unidentified types should also be distinguished. All disputed fragments should be attributed to this one. Flexion diameter is traditionally estimated by employing the diameter table. Now it can be done in an even more accurate way, by employing other modern measuring techniques. It should be mentioned that diameters can be estimated only for fragments in which they have properly shown up. Usually they are missing in small or modelled fragments (the diameters in the latter are very often irregular). The diameter characterises both the size of the utensil and its shape. The number of fragments needs no comment if the question does not arise about what a fragment is. Ceramic articles manage to break into very small fragments, and their survival is similar to that of the surrounding soil.
The question about what a fragment is will be discussed in the next chapter. The weight-related criterion is also absolutely obvious: it is expressed in grams, by weighing the fragments without dirt.
The problem of numbers is exceptional in the minimal characterisation of discovered ceramics on the report level. This determines the expenditure of field explorations, the analysis of excavated material, the level and profundity of object knowledge, and the opportunities for the storage of collected ceramics. In practice, these problems require a response to specific questions: whether to collect everything or not, to register everything or not, to keep everything or not.
The quantity of collected material on field trips is determined by the research methodology employed. Different numbers of fragments will be discovered if the found cultural level is spaded (as was common practice in the first half of the 20th century), or if the soil is screened, which makes it possible under favourable conditions to collect almost all finds (Zabiela 1998b, p.526). The Velikuškės hill-fort (near Zarasai, eastern Lithuania) is an example of the first option. In 1933, a total area of 1,564 square metres was explored around this hill-fort and settlement from the first millennium BC to the 13th century. A total of 1,115 fragments were found (Zabiela 1994, p.47ff) . This makes about two fragments to three square metres, though ceramics are abundant in hill-forts that belonged to the culture of brushed ceramics. In 2001, the exploration of Laužiškis hill-fort (near Širvintos, east Lithuania) resulted in the discovery of 412 pot fragments in a 30-centimetre cultural layer and an area of 31 square metres (299 registered, and 113 small selected ones) (area 2), which is about 13 to a square metre (Zabiela 2001, pp.13, 19, 49-50) . The second option was employed in the exploration of Šeimyniškėliai hill-fort (near Anykščiai, east Lithuania). Since 1996, when the screening of cultural layers started, small fragments have also continuously been traced. In 1996 alone, 100 tiny fragments (up to three square centimetres), weighing 432 grams in total (Zabiela 1998a, p.117), were discovered. Another 34 were found after screening a previously explored area of 13 square metres in area 14 (Zabiela 1998a, p.115 ).
In the process of exploration, 603 fragments (386 registered, and 217 small selected ones) were found in an area of 100 square metres (Zabiela 1995, p.61ff). The recalculation of unnoticed fragments in the cultural layer of the entire area by means of pallet and scrape resulted in the discovery of another 260 fragments, which means that the employment of traditional methods and the avoidance of screening leads to around 30% losses. On the other hand, the screening of cultural layers results in at least a 30% increase in labour consumption. Accordingly, any ceramics-related findings and conclusions should be corrected on a similar principle.
Another problem is related to the primary accounting of discovered ceramics included in reports. Previous examples show that selected non-informative fragments (up to three square centimetres and fragmented lengthways, without a possibility for the identification of shard thickness) make up 37% to 56% of all ceramics. Depending on the data employed, the informative percentage of collected material varies in this case from a third to a half. Anyway, the bottom criterion of their smallness, showing the physical parameters of registered fragments, should be common to all archaeological periods. This could be a fragment of five by five millimetres or similar dimensions, making up less than 0.25 square centimetres of their area. Smaller fragments should be treated as crumbs, which in large numbers could be defined by one single physical weight criterion. Fragments of over 0.25 square centimetres should be registered as separate items.
The conservation of collected materials is a serious problem for museums without sufficient space in repositories to keep them. It will become relevant to researchers when the particular research into this material starts, which is likely to happen in Lithuania in a couple of decades or later, due to the continuously growing disproportion between excavated and published material (particularly relating to ceramics). Registered fragments are gathered in them, but unlisted ones are treated differently (depending on the period and abundance). The different approach to material excavated somewhere, not conserved and kept in museums, may cause additional problems in the future. They are necessary for the employment of already registered fragments in different destructive studies, or vitiation with selected materials from those places in which such ceramics were always missing (such as the discharge of selected fragments into soil, transported to fixed locations). Established archaeological research on construction sites is seriously restricted by the employment of methodological requirements insisting on burying selected materials in the same or another object (Archeologinių 1994, p.361). Therefore, it is thrown on the scrap heap until the possibilities for its conservation and keeping appear. The generalisation of problems related to numbers of ceramics leads us to the conclusion that the constantly 9 Around 1990, this idea was proposed by Liudvikas Dzikas , head of the Archaeology Department of the Monument Conservation Institute.
increasing particularity and minuteness of archaeological studies and the decline of the extant archaeological heritage (it can be explored only once) require the collection and conservation of all ceramics. This approach by museums collecting archaeological finds may lead to them turning into museums of ceramics, though in practice this problem is not so huge. Even a million collected fragments means nothing but thousands of tons of finds that could easily be kept in a single repository corresponding to minimum requirements. Keeping all discovered artefacts (including a large number of eco-facts) would enable us to deal more responsibly with the protection of the archaeological heritage in situ, that is, avoiding unnecessary excavations, as the soil itself is the best and most natural keeper.
After a discussion of objectivity in criteria for the characterisation of ceramics, the choice inevitably has to be made between an individual and a common approach to them. Previously suggested assumptions show that neither of these methods can be very impartial when characterising the ceramics of an explored object. In that case, a more rational way should be chosen. This tells us less about ceramic fragments, but its persistent value is significant. They are tables of a generalising character, making attempts to emphasise more the complete survival of excavated material, rather than its entire placement in reports.
In this way, a table characterising ceramics at a minimum is formed (see example, its filling in is provisional). The remaining abundant and different attributes belong to the sphere of specialised research in ceramics, and overstep the limits of its primary characterisation.
Thus, the basic attention of researchers at the primary (report level) stage of work with ceramics is directed towards the analysis of fragment groups rather than towards one single fragment. This level is compulsory for everyone. Other important criteria that are indefin- 
B -brushed, L -plain modelled, P -rim, S -wall, D -base, N -unidentified. Inventory numbers are put in columns for groups, types, diameters, numbers and weight.
GINTAUTAS ZABIELA A r c h a e o l o g i c a l C e r a m i c s i n L i t h u a n i a : P r i m a r y P r o c e s s i n g able in archaeological literature (such as rim profile and ornamentation) should be presented in reports in the form of scale pictures or references to corresponding catalogues (when they are ready), and supported by inventory numbers. The introduction of such pictures is without restrictions and limitations (reports can be illustrated with pictures of all discovered fragments), if researchers find it necessary. In the next few years, developing 3D technologies will replace these illustrations with electronic 3D images. Their processing, presentation and employment is another thing.
A ceramic fragment, a mass archaeological find already in the primary stage of work, requires (with the planning of the report) strict standardisation and the employment of unified criteria. In the modern democratic archaeological community, this can only be achieved by invoking satisfactory arguments and persuasive examples, and discussing the optimal relationship between attempts and the results achieved. Accordingly, the suggestions of this article should be treated as a further continuation of the discussion which started among archaeologists a long time ago and continued during the conference 'Research into Urban Culture in the Middle Ages and Modern Times (on the Basis of Archaeological Data)' held in Klaipėda on 12 and 13 November 2009.
C o n c l u s i o n s
Ceramic fragments seem to be the most numerous excavated archaeological material found in many archaeological sites, starting from the end of the sixth millennium BC. The primary processing of these fragments is problematic for reports on archaeological research. These problems built up during the previous period of archaeological development, and now they prevent the proper employment of these reports in further explorations as a primary source. All of this preconditions the very poor interest of Lithuanian archaeologists in ceramics, and the low level of its research (see annex, bibliography of studies on archaeological ceramics-related topics before 2012). 
GINTAUTAS ZABIELA A r c h a e o l o g i c a l C e r a m i c s i n L i t h u a n i a : P r i m a r y P r o c e s s i n g laikotarpį ir trukdo šias ataskaitas kaip pirminį šaltinį tinkamai panaudoti būsimuose tyrimuose. Tokia padė-tis lėmė labai nedidelį Lietuvos archeologų domėjimą-si keramika ir menką jos tyrimų lygį (žr. priedą -iki 2012 m. pasirodžiusių darbų archeologinės keramikos tema bibliografiją). Paskiros labai detalios keramikos studijos platesnio pobūdžio apibendrinimuose (pvz., V. Žulkaus darbas apie Palangos senąsias gyvenvietes) padėties apskritai nekeičia.
Nors su keramikos liekanomis susidūrė jau pirmieji Lietuvos archeologinio paveldo tyrinėtojai, iškasamos keramikos šukės detalesnio tyrinėtojų dėmesio nusipelnė tik nuo XIX a. pabaigos. Tik nuo XX a. 8-ojo dešimtmečio pradėta visuotinai rinkti keramikos šu-kes. Iki pat XX a. 9-ojo dešimtmečio pradžios archeologinių tyrimų ataskaitose vyravo tekstinis keramikos šukių aprašymas. XX a. 9-ojo dešimtmečio pradžioje tuometiniame Paminklų konservavimo institute susiformuoja keramikos aprašymas lentelėmis (1, 3 pav.), bandoma formalizuoti jos pakraštėlių aprašymą (2 pav.). Paskirų bandymų formalizuoti keramikos aprašymus būta ir daugiau (4, 5 pav.). XX a. paskutiniame dešimtmetyje keramikos šukių aprašymuose pradėtas nurodyti jos svoris, naudojant skersmenų lentelę, daž-niau nustatomi indo angos ir dugno skersmenys. Tiek tekstinis, tiek lentelių keramikos šukių aprašymo būdai naudojami iki šiol.
Keramikos aprašymo lentelės apskritai yra pažanges-nė keramikos aprašymo forma, labiau standartizuota, koncentruojanti informaciją ir taupanti vietą ataskaitoje. Pagrindinis lentelių trūkumas iki šiol yra kiekvieno tyrinėtojo naudojami skirtingi keramikos šukių apibū-dinimo požymiai, kurių, peržiūrėjus įvairias naudojamų lentelių formas, galima suskaičiuoti net 36. Tai spalva (išorės, vidaus, masės), dydis, storis (minimalus, maksimalus), forma (pakraštėlio, dugno), priemaišos (rūšis, dydis, gausumas), grupė, glazūra (spalva, vieta, skaidrumas, blizgesys, storis), dažai, rūšis (indo, indo dalies, technologinė, kultūrinė), skaičius, svoris, ornamentas (technika, rūšis, matmenys, elementų kiekis, vieta), skersmuo, deformacijos, žiedimo rievės, išdegimas, būklė, ženklai, naudojimo žymės. Juos suskaidžius dar smulkiau ir pridėjus archeologinės radinio metrikos grafas, sukurta ir naudota net 104 grafų keramikos aprašymo lentelė, kuri vis vien neatskleidžia visos keramikos įvairovės, yra nepraktiška ir ilgai pildoma.
Iš pirminio apdorojimo etape naudojamų minėtų 36 keramikos šukės požymių išskirti 5 esminiai jos fiziniai kriterijai (keramikos grupė, indo dalies rūšis, skersmuo, skaičius, svoris). Šių kriterijų apibūdinimas yra mažiausiai subjektyvus. Jų pagrindu sudaryta archeologinės keramikos aprašymo lentelė (žr. jos pavyzdį) yra archeologinių tyrimų ataskaitose pateikiamo pirminio keramikos apdorojimo minimumas.
Tam tikrą problemą kelia keramikos šukės dydis, kuris smarkiai įvairuoja priklausomai nuo įvairių indo duži-mo, tolesnio šukių pasklidimo, išlikimo sąlygų ir pačios tyrimų metodikos. Šukių dydis lemia ir jų skaičių. Atskira keramikos šuke laikomi didesni nei 0,25 cm 2 indo fragmentai. Jie visi inventorinami ir perduodami saugoti. Tai būsimų detalesnių keramikos tyrimų materialinė bazė. Mažesni keramikos fragmentai atskirai neapskaitomi.
Archeologinių tyrimų ataskaitos lygyje pagrindinis tyrinėtojo dėmesys turi būti kreipiamas nuo darbo su atskira šuke į darbą su šukių grupėmis. Šis lygis tampa privalomas visiems. Kitus lentelėje neapibūdintus archeologinėje literatūroje svarbiais laikomus kriterijus (pvz., briaunos profilis, ornamentas) ataskaitose tikslinga pateikti mastelinio vaizdo forma (ateityje naudojant 3D vaizdą) arba nuorodomis į atitinkamus katalogus. Įgyvendinus šiuos principus, archeologinės keramikos pažinimas žengtų į kokybiškai naują etapą.
